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Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The year was 1992, and the stock market was
at the midpoint of its historic 20-year bull run. Major Wall Street firms had expanded aggressively
during the previous decade and, unbeknown to most, the technology sector was about to expand
wildly. The so-called dot com boom created vast wealth for entrepreneurs, venture capitalists,
investors, and Wall Street. For some, any measure of civility was easily cast aside, assuming it
existed in the first place, in the scramble for riches. This is the story of how one star analyst s antics
were so outrageous that readers will likely find these anecdotes humorous. Mark Mandel has given
us a humorous glimpse of leadership and ego run amok on Wall Street. This is a fun read, delivered
in a pleasant, relatable style. ---Sandra Bodin-Lerner, Adjunct Professor, Kean University, and Public
Speaking Coach With Chronicles of a Wall Street Tyrant, Mark Mandel updates the story that Michael
Lewis began in 1989 with Liar s Poker. This is a funny, engaging look at the personalities that thrive
where money trumps morals. ---John Rubino,...
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These kinds of ebook is almost everything and got me to seeking ahead of time plus more. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this
book from my i and dad advised this publication to learn.
-- Sonny B er g str om-- Sonny B er g str om

Absolutely essential read through pdf. it was actually writtern extremely flawlessly and valuable. You will like how the writer publish this book.
-- Destin Leff ler-- Destin Leff ler
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